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Aside from humans, songbirds have by
far the most elaborate communica-

tive sounds of any organism. Most com-
plex of all are their songs (e.g., Fig. 1),
which are learned and culturally transmit-
ted between generations, often enriched
by invention and improvisation (1–3). The
specialized subsystem in the songbird
brain that sustains this behavior, first de-
scribed in 1976 (4), eventually became
known as the song system (SS) (Fig. 2) (5,
6). One circuit, including the nuclei HVC
(high vocal center) and RA (robust nu-
cleus of the archistriatum), is essential for
producing song motor patterns through-
out life; the other, the anterior forebrain
circuit, is more important for song devel-
opment and plasticity (7–9). Electrophys-
iological studies have demonstrated that
these circuits contain neurons active dur-
ing singing and neurons responsive to the
sounds of song (10–13).

Methods for functional localization us-
ing activation of immediate early genes
(IEGs) by song have provided information
about additional brain areas that might be
involved in learning to sing (14–17). In a

recent issue of PNAS, Bolhuis et al. (18)
have taken this work a step farther by
analyzing induction of the IEGs c-fos and
ZENK in the zebra finch brain in response
to stimulation with the particular song
with which birds were tutored. They show
that tutor song, as shown previously for
other songs, does not induce these IEGs
within the traditional SS, but rather out-
side it, especially in the caudal part of the
neostriatum (NCM) (Fig. 2), one of a
complex network of brain regions that lie
earlier in the auditory processing path-
ways than the conventional song nuclei
(19–22). This result serves to remind us
that the memorization of songs early in the
learning process may involve extensive
processing before internalized representa-
tions of them are ready for the transfor-
mation into a produced signal.

Both song memorization and the con-
version of a song heard into a song uttered
depend on hearing (ref. 23; Fig. 3), as does
song maintenance after crystallization
(24–27). Although the evidence seems to
indicate that the SS is critical for the
processes of sensorimotor integration as-

sociated with learning to produce a song,
there is only limited evidence of direct
involvement of the SS with tutor recogni-
tion and more general sensory aspects of
vocal communication (28–31). For a time,
electrophysiological studies suggested that
a simple neural implementation of the
song memory might reside within the SS.
Neurons were found in the high vocal
center (HVC), the lateral part of the mag-
nocellular nucleus of the anterior neostri-
atum (LMAN), and area X that responded
to sound, reacting most strongly to the
bird’s own song (BOS) (11, 12). But then
individually invented inflections or exper-
imentally induced abnormalities in the
bird’s own production, absent from the
tutor song, were shown to be critical to
BOS stimulus potency (11, 35), with BOS
sensitivity emerging in parallel with the
bird’s own motor production (32–35).
Thus, the evidence appears to link BOS
auditory responses to the production side
of the learning process.

Curiously, auditory sensitivity to the
original tutor song sometimes can be
found in anterior forebrain neurons, but is
seen primarily in the same neurons that
respond to BOS, even when the tutor song
and the BOS are quite different (35). Thus
two aspects of sensory experience critical
to song learning, both the tutor song and
BOS, may in some sense be represented in
single SS neurons. Neurons in the SS also
display strong activity during singing (10,
13, 36), apparently tied to the motor act of
singing, although a sensory response to
BOS could be embedded within this ac-
tivity. Strikingly, many SS neurons show
less sensory response to song when birds
are awake than when they are asleep or
anesthetized (37, 38) and are thus ‘‘gated’’
by the bird’s behavioral state, perhaps
designed to be most responsive to song
when the bird is singing itself.

Along the same lines, the IEGs studied
thus far do not appear to be induced in the
SS of awake birds by acoustic stimuli
(14–17), even by the tutor song (as Bolhuis
et al. report for the first time in ref. 18), but
are strongly activated in SS nuclei when
the bird sings (39, 40). Of course, specific

See companion article on page 2282 in issue 5 of volume 97.

Fig. 1. The winter wren, Troglodytes troglodytes, has one of the most elaborate bird songs. A male has
a repertoire of 5–10 song types, each up to 10 sec in duration. Song types share many phrases, patterned
in different sequences, as in these three songs of male 1 (1 A–C). Male 2 (2A), a neighbor, shares some
phrases, but arranges them differently (54).
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genes that are responsive to acoustic stim-
ulation in the SS may yet be identified; a
song playback-induced increase in the
high vocal center (HVC) of a DNA-
binding protein linked to many activity-
induced genes, phosphorylated CREB
(cAMP response element binding pro-
tein), hints at this possibility (41). More-
over, a lack of gene expression does not
necessarily indicate a lack of neuronal
excitation. Nonetheless, both the electro-
physiological and gene-induction data
suggest that the song-responsive units in
the SS are far from being simple auditory
neurons, but rather reflect multiple sen-
sory and motor aspects of song learning.
This is a reminder of how complicated and
intertwined sensory and motor processes
are in this learned vocal behavior. In this
and other respects, bird song is reminis-
cent of human speech (42); electrical stim-
ulation of a single language area can affect
both production and perception of speech
(43), and some cortical neurons respond
differently to the same word spoken by
the subjects themselves, or by someone
else (44).

But brain areas that process sounds of
others independent of one’s own vocal
production also must exist. Auditory re-
sponsiveness is required not just for mem-
orizing the tutor’s song, but also for such
functions as vocal identification of mates,
group members, neighbors, and strangers
(45, 46). Moreover, these functions are
just as important to female birds as to
males. In species in which only males sing,
the female song system is typically much
reduced (47), but there seems to be no
evidence that variation in song system

development correlates with general au-
ditory recognition abilities. Instead, NCM
and the other complex auditory areas

identified by IEG induction (14–18),
which, unlike the song system, appear
equally represented and equally respon-
sive in males and females (14, 48), seem
like plausible locations for high-level au-
ditory processing of songs.

Numerous studies have related NCM to
auditory responsiveness. ZENK activation
and increased neural firing have been
shown in NCM in adult zebra finches of
both sexes in response to song stimulation
(14, 49, 50). Repeated presentation of
the same individual’s song leads to stim-
ulus-specific habituation, both of IEG
activation and neurophysiological respon-
siveness (49, 50). By both measures, sub-
stitution of a different individual’s song
reinstated NCM responsiveness. Evi-
dently songs of individuals are discrim-
inable in parts of the brain outside the
classical SS, at least by this assay. Another
feature of IEG induction by song in NCM
is that same-species songs are more potent
than songs of other species (14). This is
reminiscent of inborn behavioral prefer-
ences for same-species song that influence
the selectivity of song learning in many
birds (51). Recognition learning also dis-
plays a degree of species-specific selectiv-
ity and an ability to learn to discriminate

Fig. 2. A schematic cross section of the songbird brain depicting the traditionally defined song system
and associated auditory areas. A network of discrete areas is devoted to song learning and production: the
‘‘motor pathway’’ (in black) is required throughout life for normal song production; the anterior forebrain
circuit (in blue) is more important for song learning and plasticity. The NCM is one of the interconnected
telecephalic auditory areas (in red), including the thalamorecipient area field L, that project directly and
indirectly to the song system. For song system abbreviations, see Brenowitz et al. (3).

Fig. 3. Audition plays a double role in song development, for birds to hear a tutor and to listen to their
own voices. At the top are normal songs of adult male swamp and song sparrows (Melospiza georgiana
and M. melodia). Males raised in isolation with no song stimulation have simpler songs. Songs of males
raised in isolation but tutored with tape-recorded song during the sensitive period are normal. The inset
shows one syllable of the swamp sparrow tutor song. The song sparrow tutor was the normal song shown
above. Much more amorphous songs are developed by males deafened before song production (55, 56).
Highly degraded songs are produced after early deafening, whether the bird was tutored beforehand or
not (23). Thus auditory feedback is necessary for production of both normal song and isolate song.
Frequencies are marked in 1-kHz intervals. The time marker is 0.5 sec.
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between same-species songs more rapidly
than other-species songs (52, 53). Thus,
both recognition learning and learning for
vocal production could benefit from the
species selectivity of NCM.

Bolhuis and colleagues (18) went be-
yond the issue of species specificity, how-
ever, with the important step of testing for
IEG induction using vocal stimuli of
known behavioral significance to their
subjects. Young male zebra finches were
individually tutored with tape-recorded
song, kept in isolation until their own
songs developed, and then restimulated
with their tutor song. A correlation was
discovered between the accuracy of song
imitation and the degree of ZENK and
c-fos activation, which was greatest in the
NCM of the best imitators. The interpre-
tation of this striking result is somewhat
clouded by the lack of control birds stim-
ulated with a nontutor song. It might be
that ZENK induction in NCM reflects a
predisposition for good learners to attend
closely to any song stimulus. In this case
the same individual differences would

emerge with activation by a nontutor song;
attentional differences between birds
could, of course, contribute to the ability
to learn well. Another crucial question is
whether the gene induction seen here
actually reflects BOS responses, because
the songs of good learners will resemble
their tutors most closely; very similar cor-
relations of neural response with similar-
ity to tutor song exist within the song
nuclei (34). Controls with other songs as
stimuli also would help to evaluate the
possible influence on NCM activation of
the necessarily unusual rearing of these
birds: they were raised without compan-
ions much of the time, hearing only their
own song and the tutor song. In normally
reared birds, NCM typically is activated by
any conspecific song stimulus, and it is
unusual that some birds in this experiment
(critical to the observed correlation)
showed virtually no ZENK induction by
song in NCM. If there was a decrease or
delay in the development of ZENK induc-
tion by song, as has been noted in young
birds raised in isolation (16), some of the

birds raised by Bolhuis et al. might be
unresponsive not just to the tutor, but to
any song. Nonetheless, the authors’ dem-
onstration of individual differences in
brain physiology that correlate with dif-
ferences in a learned behavior is an im-
portant step forward.

As a final point, we note that actually
learning to produce a vocal imitation dif-
fers in a number of ways from the mem-
orization of a song, whether for recogni-
tion or production. Memorization can
take place rapidly, but developing a
learned song is a protracted process. It
necessarily involves a series of complex
interactions between motor activities,
feedback from those activities, and the
acquisition of skill in converging on an
internalized target that may itself have
undergone transformation from the orig-
inal auditory inputs. This undertaking
alone may be a sufficient challenge to have
called forth in evolution the complexities
of the avian SS, with much of the sensory
processing and memorizing of songs as
auditory stimuli perhaps taking place else-
where in the brain.
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